The Power Systems Engineering Research Center (PSERC) is a multi-university Center conducting research on challenges facing the electric power industry and educating the next generation of power engineers. More information about PSERC can be found at the Center's website: http://www.pserc.org. 
Introduction
The Power System Engineering Research Center (PSERC) engages in technological, market, and policy research for an efficient, secure, resilient, adaptable, and economic U.S. electric power system. PSERC, as a founding partner of the Consortium for Electric Reliability Technology Solutions (CERTS), has conducted a multi-year program of research for U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Office of Electricity Delivery and Energy Reliability (OE) to develop new methods, tools, and technologies to protect and enhance the reliability and efficiency of the U.S. electric power system as competitive electricity market structures evolve, and as the grid moves toward wide-scale use of decentralized generation (such as renewable energy sources) and demand-response programs.
PSERC activities were led by university members with substantial input from CERTS whose membership and advisors include the utility industry, national laboratories, universities, and government agencies. The scope, development, and review of PSERC research related to this effort were managed through CERTS under guidance and direction provided by OE. 
Background

Power Systems Engineering Research Center (PSERC)
PSERC is a thirteen-university consortium with over 30 industry members. Since 1996, PSERC has been engaged in research and education efforts with the mission of "empowering minds to engineer the future electric energy system." Its work is focused on achieving:
• An efficient, secure, resilient, adaptable, and economic electric power infrastructure serving society • A new generation of educated technical professionals in electric power
• Knowledgeable decision-makers on critical energy policy issues
• Sustained, quality university programs in electric power engineering.
PSERC core research is funded by industry, with a budget supporting approximately 30 principal investigators and some 70 graduate students and other researchers. Its researchers are multi-disciplinary, conducting research in three principal areas: power systems, power markets and policy, and transmission and distribution technologies. The research is collaborative; each project involves researchers typically at two universities working with industry advisors who have expressed interest in the project. Examples of topics for recent PSERC research projects include grid integration of renewables and energy storage, new tools for taking advantage of increased penetration of real-time system measurements, advanced system protection methods to maintain grid reliability, and risk and reliability assessment of increasingly complex cyber-enabled power systems.
PSERC's director, Vijay Vittal, is a professor at Arizona State University (ASU), PSERC's lead university. Professor Vittal was the project principal investigator for the work under the NETL cooperative agreement.
Consortium for Electric Reliability Technology Solutions (CERTS)
CERTS was formed in 1999 to research, develop, and disseminate new methods, tools, and technologies to protect and enhance the reliability of the U.S. electric power system and the efficiency of competitive electricity markets. The founding members of CERTS include Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory; Oak Ridge National Laboratory; Pacific Northwest National Laboratory; Sandia National Laboratories; PSERC; and the Electric Power Group (EPG).
CERTS research is organized around the followed topical areas:
• Reliability and Markets (Area 1)
These activities work to develop and demonstrate a broad set of integrated engineering and marketbased approaches, tools, and technologies focused on improving the reliability and efficiency of the electric sector-both in planning and in operations. The emphasis of this research is on the linkage between the physics of the electric power grid and the economics of electricity markets.
•
Real Time Grid Reliability Management (Area 2)
Research in this area is focused on developing and prototyping software tools that will ultimately enable the electricity grid to function as a smart, automatic, switchable network. Research in this area is further divided between Synchrophasor Technology Initiatives, which involve support to the North American Synchrophasor Initiative and Advanced Applications R&D, which involve development and prototyping for software tools.
• Distributed Energy Resources Integration (Area 3) CERTS is evaluating how distributed energy resources, when deployed in large numbers, affect-and could be modified to enhance-electricity grid reliability. These resources include microturbines, fuel cells, photovoltaic systems, and traditional internal combustion engines.
Load as a Resource (Area 4)
The focus of this set of activities is to determine the effect of customer participation (demand response) on market efficiency, and to demonstrate advanced demand-response technologies and strategies that will improve the reliability of the grid-with the goal of accelerating meaningful opportunities for customers to participate voluntarily in competitive electricity markets.
Reliability Technology Issues and Needs Assessment (Area 5)
Research in this area works to monitor and identify technology trends and emerging gaps in electricity system reliability research and development (R&D) to anticipate and scope new R&D efforts needed to enable the grid of the future.
The PSERC activities that were coordinated through CERTS for OE under the NETL cooperative agreement involved only the first two of the five CERTS research areas: Real Time Grid Reliability Management (which includes the Advanced Applications Research and Development sub-area), and Reliability and Markets.
CERTS' director is Joe Eto, a staff scientist at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. CERTS is funded by OE and meets regularly with an Industry Leaders Council (ILC), comprised of CEOs and senior VP-level representatives from CERTS industry partners, to review critical reliability-related R&D issues facing the electricity sector.
Overall Objectives and Research Scope
A PSERC's objective is to proactively address the technical and policy challenges of U.S. electric power systems. To achieve this objective, PSERC works with CERTS to conduct technical research on advanced applications and investigate the design of fair and transparent electricity markets; these research topics align with CERTS research areas 1 and 2: Real-time Grid Reliability Management (Area 1), and Reliability and Markets (Area 2). The CERTS research areas overlap with the PSERC research stems: Power Systems, Power Markets, and Transmission and Distribution Technologies, as described on the PSERC website (see http://www.pserc.org/research/research_program.aspx). Table 1 lists the PSERC principal investigators and projects conducted by PSERC through CERTS over the performance period of the NETL contract (including funding by project from FY 2014 through FY 2015). The performers were with Arizona State University (ASU), Cornell University (CU), University of California at Berkeley (UCB), and University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC).
Reliability and Markets
PSERC research activities in the area of reliability and markets focused on electric market and power policy analyses. The resulting studies suggest ways to frame best practices using organized markets for managing U.S. grid assets reliably and to identify highest priority areas for improvement.
Real Time Grid Reliability Management
PSERC research activities in the area of advanced applications focused on mid-to long-term software research and development, with anticipated outcomes that move innovative ideas toward real-world application. Under the CERTS research area of Real-time Grid Reliability Management, PSERC has been focused on Advanced Applications Research and Development (AARD), a subgroup of activities that works to develop advanced applications and tools to more effectively operate the electricity delivery system, by enabling advanced analysis, visualization, monitoring and alarming, and decision support capabilities for grid operators. This project aimed to develop approximate optimization methods that have the flexibility to include renewable resource uncertainty in on the supply side, and responsive loads on the demand side. In conjunction with the development of stochastic optimization methods, improvements in uncertainty characterization are also essential, to properly represent spatially correlated renewable resources across the grid. The scope of this project was the development of flexible and scalable stochastic methods to enable higher penetration of renewables, while maintaining system reliability, in the future electric grid.
Key accomplishments of this research include:
1. The development of a data-driven stochastic unit commitment framework that is scalable to large power systems, and also capable of including very large scenario sets. This approach to stochastic unit commitment was a new direction, with other efforts in the literature mostly using stochastic programming and robust methods. This model is also very flexible -the initial model included stochastic constraints only the load balance, while a newer implementation intends to determine reserve margins endogenously based on risk criteria as well. 2. A novel scenario reduction method that can improve the accurate representation of potential wind patterns for decision making. This method, based on a band-depth metric, brings the ability to cluster scenarios on the shape of a time-series trajectory, which are extremely important inputs to power system operations.
In this project, one of the first algorithms for operation of distributed storage resources was developed, within the economic dispatch of a power system with renewable resource uncertainty; previous efforts have focused only on single-unit operations.
Virtual Bids and Flexible Bids: Risk Mitigation and Congestion Relief (Project B.3)
This project had two thrusts.
Limiting risk of renewable power supply through virtual bids (lead P. Varaiya)
A renewable power generator must make a firm commitment in the Day Ahead Market (DAM) and faces a penalty for failure to deliver in the spot or real time market (RTM).
The generator seeks to reduce the penalty risk by making use of virtual bids. Virtual bids are sell (supply) and buy (demand) energy bids made in the DAM with the explicit requirement that they be accompanied by buy and sell bids of the same energy in the RTM. Since the DAM and RTM virtual bids must exactly cancel out, these are purely financial transactions. However, the DAM virtual bids are included in the DAM price and schedule determination, so they do affect how physical resources are dispatched. Virtual bids are also called convergence bids because of the belief that large numbers of virtual bids narrows the gap between DA and RT prices.
To better understand the interactions between DAM and RTM, the researchers conducted analysis of historic data from PJM. They used this analysis to formulate a theoretical model of the two-settlement market. The model captures the following facts: most of the supply and demand is settled in DAM, while RTM functions as a balancing market; cost functions in DAM and RTM are quadratic, which correspond to affine supply functions; there are forecast errors on both demand and supply side; DAM and RTM are coupled by the no-arbitrage condition ex ante, while systematic nonzero spreads may exist ex post. They then developed a theory of virtual bidding, based on the two-settlement model. The main results have the following implications: [sufficient condition of spread convergence] when the average forecast of virtual bidders is better than the market, the magnitude of the spread is reduced after virtual bidding; [Cournot theorem for virtual bidding] as the number of virtual bidders increases, if the average forecast error of virtual bidders goes to zero, the spread also converges to zero; a virtual bidder makes a positive profit if and only if the spread is driven to zero by its participation. This model and the findings provide a framework to explore the data using more sophisticated machine learning techniques in the future work.
Congestion limiting dispatch through flexible bids (lead K. Poolla)
The study examined how temporal and spatial load shifting, combined with storage could reduce congestion in transmission networks. Specifically, how much flexibility is needed to ensure congestion free dispatch? How much congestion is relieved by a specified set of flexibility resources at various buses? What is the associated change in payments by loads, or to generators resulting from changes in locational marginal prices (LMPs) derived from load flexibility? The analyses of these questions was closely coupled with comprehensive simulation studies using historical data from PJM.
The researchers developed a generalized framework for analysis of flexible bids in multi-period economic dispatch and showed that in the marginal case of small amounts of flexibility, every load benefits. With larger amounts of flexibility, they showed that loads may exhibit pathologies when the loads pay more as a collective, dis-incentivizing them from offering their flexibility. Empirical studies using PJM data showed that flexible bidding offers substantial economic rewards to participants by reducing congestion. Specifically, their empirical studies suggest that loads acting cooperatively can increase the social welfare by 3X over simple LMP arbitrage.
Probabilistic Forecast of Congestion and Real-Time LMP (Project B.4)
This project developed computationally tractable techniques for the short-term probabilistic forecast of congestion and real-time locational marginal price (LMP) for large utility-size networks under a multiarea SuperOPF framework. The developed techniques are intended for the service operator to (i) anticipate congestion situations for operation planning; (ii) scheduling flows with neighboring operators; and (iii) provide real-time (non-binding) price forecast to aid operation decisions of its participants and facilitate demand response decisions. To this end, the forecast algorithms were developed with the objective of becoming an integral component of the real-time market operation.
The project made two specific contributions:
Probabilistic forecasting of real-time LMP and network congestions
The researchers developed an online machine learning technique for the large scale simulation and probabilistic forecasting of locational marginal prices, power flow, congestions, and reserve levels.
The method provides several orders of magnitude improvement in computation efficiency.
Multiarea interchange scheduling and tie-line scheduling
The researchers also developed a new decentralized multi-area economic dispatch and robust optimization technique that provides a finite step convergence to optimal tie-line schedules. They also examined the first stochastic optimization of interchange among neighboring independently operated service regions.
Mapping Energy Futures: The Super OPF Tool (Project B.5(1))
The purpose of this project was to develop a simulation tool (the (E4ST) of the three interconnections that serve the United States that incorporates engineering, economics, and the environmental impacts of the power system. Thus, for example, someone could choose a sequence of fast rising natural gas prices over the next twenty years and an optimistic, declining path for investment costs for solar generation and examine the implications for the market penetration of solar as well as the resulting environmental impacts. For comparison, that individual might decide to see what happens if natural gas prices rise slowly and look at how much extra CO2 is emitted, etc.
The project goal was accomplished and the simulation tool is available at e4st.com. The project also developed Fast E4ST Predictor, which is an interface that allows anyone to try different policy combinations for the U.S. electric power system under different assumptions and obtain approximate results. As a result of this research, much more sophisticated simulation model of power systems is now available to researchers, government, and industry to forecast the response to policies, products, new investments in lines, generation and new technologies.
Attribute-Preserving Optimal Network Reductions (Project B.5(2))
Economic simulation of large and highly complex engineering systems is sometimes impossible or impractical because of the computational demands of these simulations. To that end, smaller models must be developed that preserve certain, but not all, attributes of the system. The objective of this project was to develop methods for producing reduced electrical network models that preserved different sets of attributes.
The project developed a Network Reduction Toolbox that is currently being distributed with MATPOWER 5.1 and is also available through the E4ST website, E4ST.com. What makes this toolbox unique is that, unlike Ward reduction which splits generators into many pieces in the equivalent model, this application moves generators whole to buses using a closest-electrical-distance metric and then distributes loads using an inverse-power-flow algorithm to retain the accuracy of the retained-branch flows under base case conditions. For economic simulations, retaining generators whole rather than splitting them is important since most simulation programs are incapable of modeling split generators.
In addition, the project developed reduced backbone equivalent models for the North American power grid. These models include a 4853 bus model of the EI, a 389 bus model of ERCOT and a 2305 bus model of WECC. These models are being used by the E4ST team at Cornell, who are also being funded by DOE to perform related research. To achieve acceptable models, several metrics-including locational marginal price and line-flow accuracy-were used to right-size these models. Selecting which branches and buses to retain in the model was an iterative process with significance guidance provided by the DOE commissioned National Electric Transmission Congestion Study and industry collaborators.
Reliability and Markets: Demand-Side Markets and Reliability
A Business Model for Retail Aggregation of Responsive Load (Project C.2)
This project sought to develop methods for assembling, managing, and valuing complementary portfolios of variable or intermittent power sources and applications, such as load curtailment, load shifting, renewable resources (wind, solar) and distributed storage (e.g., EV and PHEV batteries, UPS devices etc.). The focus was on mobilization of DR at the low end retail level to firm up VERs that will participate in the ISO wholesale energy markets, ancillary service and in providing capacity resources for revenue adequacy. The researchers focused on third party aggregators (and possibly traditional utilities) and on DR resources that might be too small to meet the ISO threshold for participating as supply side DR resources. Such aggregated DR participation in the market will complement ISO mechanisms to mobilize DR resources for supplying flexible ramping products and peak load energy relief. Aggregators can assemble portfolios exploiting the complementarity of these resources to create wholesale products that can be offered in the various ISO markets, assuming that the ISO will not perform such aggregation functions internally. Research in portfolio structuring, correlation modeling and dispatch strategies may further mitigate intermittency and uncertainty of DR and VERs. The portfolio structure was co-optimized in terms of the mix of DR population and VER nameplate capacity, the day commitment, and the contract design in order to induce efficient self-selection of DR in an asymmetric information setting.
The contribution to the field was to verify through theoretical modeling and simulation the validity of the fuse control demand response paradigm and to develop a theoretical foundation and illustrative case study that for an end to end business model that accounts for an aggregator's contracting with customers and the bidding of the aggregated demand response into the wholesale market.
Reliability and Markets: Tools for Future Grid Engineering & Market Environment
Development of Attribute Preserving Network Equivalents
This goal of the project was to develop algorithms that can preserve attributes of the original power system in the reduced equivalent system. Among important attributes of the original system that becomes unavailable in the equivalent system, thermal line limits were the focus on this project. When an equivalent system is constructed, equivalent lines are created without any associated limit and it is common practice in the field that they have no limit, which is equates to infinite limits. Hence, the goal of the project is to assign a meaningful value for the limits of equivalent lines.
The researchers examined three approaches and found that could assign a meaningful limit to equivalent lines with each of them. In doing so, the research provides a better understanding of the issues associated with the creation of equivalent lines. For example, the researchers found that when buses are eliminated one by one sequentially, the results are dependent on the bus elimination order. To tackle this, they came up with the sub-group elimination in which contiguous buses, which are connected through lines, are grouped and eliminated together during the process. With this sub-group elimination method, which can be applied to both the Max-Hungarian approach and the QP program, the dependency on bus elimination order was removed and parallel sub-group elimination made simulations more accurate and much faster. Another important observation was that negative reactance lines from already existing equivalent lines or the modelling of three-winding transformers have a bad impact on the accuracy of the algorithms. They found that they could reduce this impact by wye-delta conversion of three winding transformers. All three algorithms can be used as a complementary tool for any equivalent applications from the very first Ward equivalent to the latest backbone type equivalent. Previously, no equivalencing algorithms had this capability.
Real-Time Grid Reliability Management: Advanced Applications Research and Development (AARD)
PSERC led one research project under the CERTS RTGRM/AARD research area from FY2014 through FY2015 as listed Table 1 . The major accomplishment of this project is summarized below.
Pre-and Post-Disturbance Grid Reliability Monitoring (Project 3.1)
This project demonstrated the feasibility of using measurement-based analysis to provide improved online monitoring and control of the grid. It included the development and integration of model-less postcontingency grid reliability performance metrics and temporal and zonal reliability composite indices. The overall project sought to work with MISO during the development and integration of the extended prototype in their real time phasor monitoring infrastructure led by a private firm, ASR. The research provided an application for utilizing SCADA or PMU data to compute sensitivities that could be used in contingency analysis or any online algorithm that needs linear power flow computation. It also proposed the use of Thevenin equivalents to relate current loading conditions relative to St. Clair curve limitations.
Individual Project Reports
This section provides reports provided by project researchers on their accomplishments in their CERTS research. 
Reliability and
Summary of project intent/scope
To realize the benefits of significant wind penetration into existing power systems, new methods are required to ensure the most effective use of this resource, while preserving system reliability and security. Traditional stochastic optimization frameworks for security constrained unit commitment can be solved numerically in realistic time for moderately-sized systems with a very small number of scenarios and contingencies. However, power system optimization is characteristically of high dimension, exacerbated by the addition of multi-location sources of uncertainty due to variable generation and demand-side resources. Specifically, the spatial aspect of wind generation is extremely important, and the appropriate correlations are not represented effectively with a small number of scenarios. On the demand side, there exist uncertainties in both quantity and response time that are critical to their effective use. As a result, there does not exist a stochastic unit commitment formulation that is a viable option for adoption for system operations. To meet this need, we are faced with the challenge of developing stochastic optimization methods that are tractable, scalable, flexible and accurate.
This project aimed to develop approximate optimization methods that have the flexibility to include renewable resource uncertainty in on the supply side, and responsive loads on the demand side. In conjunction with the development of stochastic optimization methods, improvements in uncertainty characterization are also essential, to properly represent spatially correlated renewable resources across the grid. The scope of this project was the development of flexible and scalable stochastic methods to enable higher penetration of renewables, while maintaining system reliability, in the future electric grid.
Summary of project activities for the entire period of funding stated above
In FY 2014, efforts focused on identifying key characteristics of the problem formulation that are desirable for ensuring scalability, as well as useful approximation methods that will guarantee faster solutions. Results from the first year of the project illustrated the applicability of data-driven chanceconstrained optimization for the stochastic unit commitment problem, which enabled the solution of moderately-size test networks with 10 6 scenarios, solvable in reasonable (~1 hour) computation time on a standard desktop computer [3, 4, 6] . A key feature of this approach is the ability to customize spatial and temporal "risk" levels within the network; allowing the system operator to identify specific times or locations that are particularly critical to operations, and ensure the highest level of robustness in those cases. While this framework has significant advantages for application to unit commitment decisions, a key concern of all approximate methods is ensuring that solutions obtained are also highly accurate. Potential inaccuracy of these solutions stems from two areas: representing the uncertainties accurately with the minimal cardinality, and the ability of the solution method to reach optimal solution using approximate function evaluations.
In addition, FY2014 brought forth the EPA's new Clean Power Plan (CPP), which set out to regulate carbon emissions from both new and existing power plants across the United States. In order to provide an assessment of potential impacts of the CPP on power system operations, wind utilization, and emission impacts, we conducted an empirical simulation-based study implementing the CPP rules on IEEE test systems under various conditions and implementations. The results of this effort are summarized in [5] .
FY 2015 effort was directed at improving and extending the stochastic unit commitment and dispatch models developed in FY2014. Activities we directed at two primary aims; 1) the development of robust scenario reduction methods with assessment of impact optimality of the SCUC solution, and 2) the implementation of the approximate solution methods to solve larger systems, including distributed storage, while maintaining reasonable solution times.
In the context of scenario reduction, a new method based-on band-depth statistics was developed. This approach provides a novel algorithm for clustering 24-hour time-series of observations which identifies similar daily patterns in clusters. We describe this approach and its application to wind in [1] . The primary advantage of this method is that the band depth measure emphasizes the shape of time series or functional observations relative to other members of a dataset, and allows clustering of observations without reliance on pointwise Euclidean distance. This is in contrast to the more common k-means clustering, which emphasizes the "level" of the diurnal pattern, instead of the shape. Results demonstrate the utility of the new method in simulation studies and an application to the MOST power grid algorithm, where the band distance improves reliability over standard methods at a comparable cost [2] .
While many believe that efficient and in-expensive energy storage is the key to renewable resource integration, the literature provides very little guidance on the optimal operation or management of these resources, specifically in the case of multiple storage units distributed across the grid. Therefore, efforts in FY2015 were also directed at developing a solution to the optimal dispatch problem, in the face of spatially correlated renewables and distributed storage. The optimal utilization of storage, in particular is a complex problem, due to its dynamic nature. The natural approach for thus type of problem is the use of dynamic, or stochastic dynamic, programming. However, it is well known that the SDP approach is inherently limited to very small scale problems, due to the 'curse of dimensionality'. To address this issue, we adapted the tools of stochastic dual dynamic programming, well established in the area of hydrothermal optimization, to the problem of optimal dispatch of power systems with renewables and utility-scale storage [1] .
What was accomplished by this research? What were the contributions to the field?
1. The development of a data-driven stochastic unit commitment framework that is scalable to large power systems, and also capable of including very large scenario sets. This approach to stochastic unit commitment was a new direction, with other efforts in the literature mostly using stochastic programming and robust methods. This model is also very flexible -the initial model included stochastic constraints only the load balance, while a newer implementation intends to determine reserve margins endogenously based on risk criteria as well. 2. A novel scenario reduction method that can improve the accurate representation of potential wind patterns for decision making. This method, based on a band-depth metric, brings the ability to cluster scenarios on the shape of a time-series trajectory, which are extremely important inputs to power system operations. 3. While the issue of optimal storage dispatch is an important problem for the future grid, previous efforts have focused on single-unit operations. In this project, one of the first algorithms for operation of distributed storage resources was developed, within the economic dispatch of a power system with renewable resource uncertainty.
What are the current and/or future applications of this research?
This work provided the groundwork in flexible and scalable models for operations at the transmission level. Future applications of the research are directed at the integration of the developed methods [1, 2, 4, 6 ] into an integrated model for co-optimization of transmission and distribution systems to enable demand response as a power system resource. With the solution of this next stage of research, the highest levels of renewables penetration could be achieved through leveraging of individual and/or aggregated retail consumers in power system operations.
Identify any products developed and any technology transfer activities
Website(s)
The new (follow on) project directed at co-optimization of transmission and distribution will provide an outlet for open-source codes for band-depth clustering algorithms, and the chance-constrained unit commitment model, appearing after streamlining of the code and user instructions. 
Summary of project intent/scope
This project had two thrusts interconnected by the shared analytical tools and modeling methods used:
1. Limiting risk of renewable power supply through virtual bids (lead P. Varaiya) A renewable power generator must make a firm commitment in the Day Ahead Market (DAM) and faces a penalty for failure to deliver in the spot or real time market (RTM).
Congestion limiting dispatch through flexible bids (lead K. Poolla)
The study examined how temporal and spatial load shifting, combined with storage could reduce congestion in transmission networks. The following questions were investigated:
• How much flexibility is needed to ensure congestion free dispatch.
• How much congestion is relieved by a specified set of flexibility resources at various buses?
• What is the associated change in payments by loads, or to generators resulting from changes in locational marginal prices (LMPs) derived from load flexibility? The analyses of these questions was closely coupled with comprehensive simulation studies using historical data from PJM.
What was accomplished by this research? What were the contributions to the field?
The researchers conducted analysis of historic data from PJM. They used this analysis to formulate a theoretical model of the two-settlement market. The model captures the following facts: most of the supply and demand is settled in DAM, while RTM functions as a balancing market; cost functions in DAM and RTM are quadratic, which correspond to affine supply functions; there are forecast errors on both demand and supply side; DAM and RTM are coupled by the no-arbitrage condition ex ante, while systematic nonzero spreads may exist ex post.
The researchers then developed a theory of virtual bidding, based on the two-settlement model. The main results have the following implications: [sufficient condition of spread convergence] when the average forecast of virtual bidders is better than the market, the magnitude of the spread is reduced after virtual bidding; [Cournot theorem for virtual bidding] as the number of virtual bidders increases, if the average forecast error of virtual bidders goes to zero, the spread also converges to zero; a virtual bidder makes a positive profit if and only if the spread is driven to zero by its participation.
This model and the findings provide a framework to explore the data using more sophisticated machine learning techniques in future work.
Publications
• "Model and Data Analytics of Two-Settlement Wholesale Electricity Market with Virtual Bidding", W. Tang, R. Rajagopal, K. Poolla, P. Varaiya, IEEE Conference on Decision and Control.
• "A cooperative game for the realized profit of an aggregation of renewable energy producers", P.
Chakraborty, E. Baeyens, P. Khagonekar, K. Poolla, IEEE Conference on Decision and Control. 
Probabilistic Forecast of Real-Time Locational Marginal Price (Project B.4)
PI Lead Lang Tong Institution Cornell University
Funding FY14 $170k
FY15
$90K
Summary of project intent/scope
The objective of the proposed research is to develop computationally tractable techniques for the shortterm probabilistic forecast of congestion and real-time locational marginal price (LMP) for large utilitysize networks under a multi-area SuperOPF framework. The developed techniques are intended for the service operator to (i) anticipate congestion situations for operation planning; (ii) scheduling flows with neighboring operators; and (iii) provide real-time (non-binding) price forecast to aid operation decisions of its participants and facilitate demand response decisions. To this end, the forecast algorithm will be an integral component of the real-time market operation.
The problems of real-time congestion and LMP forecast have been considered by major system operators, motivated by the fact that short-term forecasts of the real-time LMP are potentially beneficial for making effective demand response decisions. Such forecasts can also play an important role in congestion relief, thus reducing the overall system operating cost. Congestion forecasts are also important for coordination of multi-region operators when power flows on tie lines are to be scheduled in real-time.
Summary of project activities for the entire period of funding stated above
Probabilistic forecasting of real-time LMP and network congestions
We investigated the problem of probabilistic forecasting of locational marginal prices, power flows, contingency events, and level of reserves. Such techniques provide the system operator a useful tool to make operation decisions under uncertainty.
Multiarea interchange scheduling and tie-line scheduling
We investigated the problem of interchange scheduling when there are significant stochastic generation and other operation uncertainties.
Market approach to seamless interfaces
We investigated the effects of using proxy bus model for interchange scheduling, the presence of loop flows, and the cost of market based approaches.
What was accomplished by this research? What were the contributions to the field?
Probabilistic forecasting of real-time LMP and network congestions
We developed an online machine learning technique for the large scale simulation and probabilistic forecasting of locational marginal prices, power flow, congestions, and reserve levels. The method provides several orders of magnitude improvement in computation efficiency.
Multiarea interchange scheduling and tie-line scheduling
• We developed a new decentralized multi-area economic dispatch and robust optimization technique that provides a finite step convergence to optimal tie-line schedules.
• We obtain the first stochastic optimization of interchange among neighboring independently operated service regions.
Market approach to seamless interfaces
We developed a generalized coordinate transmission scheduling (CTS) that eliminates proxy bus approximations and loop flows in the interchange scheduling problem. We establish also that the generalized CTS provides revenue adequate guarantee for participating system operators and price convergence of interface bids.
What are the current and/or future applications of this research?
The developed probabilistic forecasting techniques has the potential to become of very useful tool for system operator in making operating decisions.
Publications
Journal Publications
Mapping Energy Futures: The SuperOPF Tool (Project B.5 (1))
PI Lead William Schulze Institution Cornell
Funding FY14 $100k
FY15
$10k
Summary of project intent/scope
The purpose of this project was to develop a simulation tool (the (e4st) of the three interconnections that serve the United States that incorporates engineering, economics, and the environmental impacts of the power system. That has been accomplished and the simulation tool is available at e4st.com.
Summary of project activities for the entire period of funding stated above
The final three tasks for this overall project have completed. First we have made available a Fast E4ST Predictor on the E4ST website by providing an interface that allows anyone to try different policy combinations for the U.S. electric power system under different assumptions and obtain approximate results. Thus, for example, someone could choose a sequence of fast rising natural gas prices over the next twenty years and an optimistic, declining path for investment costs for solar generation and examine the implications for the market penetration of solar as well as the resulting environmental impacts. For comparison, that individual might decide to see what happens if natural gas prices rise slowly and look at how much extra CO2 is emitted, etc. Second, we collaborated on economic design issues to develop a new second generation planning tool that addresses limitations of the current framework. Third, in collaboration with Ben Hobbs' group, we worked on transmission planning and collaborated and provided inputs to that effort.
Task 1: Development of a Fast E4ST Results Predictor
Users who wish to use the E4ST with our network models and generator information must purchase some of the necessary data from Energy Visuals, Inc, since substantial parts of the overall data set are the property of Energy Visuals. To make the E4ST website of more interest to potential users, we conducted a large number of simulations for different alternative energy prices, as well as different policies to promote alternative sources of generation, energy efficiency, and pollution reduction. We used the output data from these simulations, such as average LMP, emissions of CO2, NOx and SO2, fine particulate pollution levels, health effects, investment in alternative sources of generation and energy efficiency, etc., to interpolate the response to alternative energy prices and energy and environmental policies.
Thus, instead of users purchasing transmission and generator data and then using Gurobi to solve the very large optimization problem to answer a specific question with the model, which then takes many hours to solve, we have placed our statistically estimated model of the response of the electric power system to various policies online on the E4ST website and call it, for short, the Fast Predictor. Thus, users can vary energy prices for natural gas, capital costs, energy policies such as subsidies for renewables, and CO2 price, and instantly obtain output by using the Fast Predictor that gives outcomes by interconnection, or for the contiguous United States and parts of Canada and Mexico.
The predicted results closely approximate the output of running the full optimization model. This not only provides a usable policy tool but also provides a platform that can be used in the classroom and by the public. Hopefully, researchers with questions that cannot be answered by the online platform will be motivated to download the full model and acquire the necessary data to run the full E4ST.
An important component was development of a website with useful graphics to show output from the Fast Predictor. In addition, the output data from running the many simulations will be used for publication on a wide range of issues, such as the effects of changes in emission prices, technology costs, fuel prices, load growth/energy efficiency, and demand response. Furthermore, with the Fast Predictor, extensive sensitivity analysis to account for uncertainty about future conditions is fast and easy.
The Fast Predictor can be accessed at E4ST.com. A screen shot of the Fast Predictor is shown below.
Task 2: Support for Development of a New Generation Investment Planning Tool
Ray Zimmerman and Carlos Murillo-Sanchez (Project 1A) have developed a second generation planning tool that incorporates AC power flows, discrete investment, and a time dimension. These changes address important limitations in the current version of the E4ST that is based on the first generation SuperOPF. The economists working on the E4ST assisted in developing the economic modeling aspects of the design of the second generation version.
Task 3: Support for Transmission Planning
Ben Hobbs' group at Johns Hopkins University has developed a dynamic transmission planning tool (Project 2B) that uses the outputs from the full E4ST as described in Task 1 for the Eastern Interconnection to simplify the problem of dynamic planning while retaining the accuracy of the full E4ST. The support involved adding a new line to the Eastern Interconnection part of the E4ST model and estimating the response for changes in such variables as natural gas prices, and energy and environmental policies
What was accomplished by this research? What were the contributions to the field?
A much more sophisticated simulation model of power systems is now available to researchers, government, and industry to forecast the response to policies, products, new investments in lines, generation and new technologies.
What are the current and/or future applications of this research?
(see above)
Identify any products developed and any technology transfer activities
Website(s) e4st.com
Networks/ Collaborations
We collaborated with Ben Hobbs project on optimal transmission planning.
Technology/ Techniques
The e4st has been adopted by Altenex, Microsoft Renewables, 
Attribute Preserving Optimal Network Reductions (Project B.5(2))
PI Lead Dan Tylavsky Institution Arizona State University
Funding FY14 $0 FY15 $ 90k
Summary of project intent/scope
Economic simulation of large and highly complex engineering systems is sometimes impossible or impractical because of the computational demands of these simulations. To that end, smaller models must be developed that preserve certain, but not all, attributes of the system. The objective of this work has been to 1) develop methods for producing reduced electrical network models that preserved different sets of attributes, 2) develop a reduced equivalent model of the North American electric power system and 3) develop a Network Reduction Toolbox which incorporates the best of the methods developed for use by other researchers in this field.
Summary of project activities for the entire period of funding stated above
The activities of this project have been wide-ranging, but may be broken down into following categories: advancement of network reduction techniques, development of the Network Reduction Toolbox, development of backbone equivalents for the three major electric-power network interconnections in North America. These interconnections are the Eastern Interconnection (EI), Western Electricity Coordinating Council (WECC) interconnection and Energy Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT) interconnection. The national network model was designed to be used with applications, such as the Engineering, Economic and Environmental Electricity Simulation Tool (E4ST), for analyzing policy options, impacts on reliability, costs and emissions for the North American electric power system.
We have also worked to support other research teams funded by DOE doing related research. Specifically, we have worked closely with the E4ST group at Cornell and Resources for the Future and provided them with multiple network equivalents for their studies and have work with Ben Hobbs and his Johns-Hopkins group as this group was the first to use our Network Reduction Toolbox. While we have coached them on the use of the Toolbox, Ben and his group have provided important feedback that has allowed us to make improvements to the speed and memory requirements of the Network Reduction Toolbox.
We have also worked with Hyungseon Oh at the SUNY Buffalo, who has helped us understand his busaggregation technique and who has help us develop an independent software implementation of the bus aggregation approach, allowing us to independently verify his network reduction method.
We have also worked with Tom Overbye at the University of Illinois to help validate his method of assigning branch flow limits to fictitious branches in reduced networks.
What was accomplished by this research? What were the contributions to the field?
One of the more tangible outcomes of this project was the development of Network Reduction Toolbox that is currently being distributed with MATPOWER 5.1 and is also available through the E4ST website, E4ST.com. What makes this toolbox unique is that, unlike Ward reduction which splits generators into many pieces in the equivalent model, this application moves generators whole to buses using a closestelectrical-distance metric and then distributes loads using an inverse-power-flow algorithm to retain the accuracy of the retained-branch flows under base case conditions. For economic simulations, retaining generators whole rather than splitting them is important since most simulation programs are incapable of modeling split generators.
In the process of developing the Network Reduction Toolbox, it was found expedient to develop a module to convert PSSE formatted power-flow data into MATPOWER formatted data. This module was modified by Ray Zimmerman of Cornell and is now distributed with this public domain application.
A second tangible outcome is the development of reduced backbone equivalent models for the North American power grid. These models include a 4853 bus model of the EI, a 389 bus model of ERCOT and a 2305 bus model of WECC. These models are being used by the E4ST team at Cornell, who are also being funded by DOE to perform related research. Because of the many data errors in the supplied data, assembling these models from multiple inconsistent sources was a task we underestimated when we began. To achieve acceptable models, several metrics-including locational marginal price and line-flow accuracy-were used to right-size these models. Selecting which branches and buses to retain in the model was an iterative process with significance guidance provided by the DOE commissioned National Electric Transmission Congestion Study and industry collaborators listed below.
In addition to working with the Cornell team, we have worked with Ben Hobbs team at Johns Hopkins who are using our Network Reduction Toolbox to produce a network equivalent with specific needs for the WECC system.
Most models used for economic analysis simplify the ac model with a dc approximate. One outcome of this research has been to identify the so-called "alpha-matching" model as the most appropriate model for generating a dc equivalent for an ac network and identifying an appropriate method for accounting for losses, as loss accounting is critical to model accuracy. In the process of validating dc equivalent reductions using PowerWorld, we identified bugs in the PowerWorld code and worked with the accommodating people at PowerWorld to fixed those bugs. We've also worked with Tom Overbye at the University of Illinois to help validate his line-limits model.
In addition we've produced an independent application for the bus aggregation method developed by Hyungseon Oh and improved upon the implementation by decreasing memory requirements, which are substantial, and improving execution speed. Finally, we developed a nonlinear voltage-preserving network reduction technique for ac systems using holomorphic embedding methods which promises to have wide ranging applications in the future.
What are the current and/or future applications of this research?
The most recent release of the Network Reduction Tool Box, is being distributed internationally with MATPOWER version 5.1. This toolbox will allow any user to create a reduced network which will retain generators as whole in their models and match the base-case branch flows. While this toolbox is primarily expected to be used in conjunction with the E4ST application, it also functions as a standalone toolbox. It is impossible to know how many groups are now using the application. We are aware that it is being used by Ben Hobbs' group at Johns Hopkins in research on power system transmission expansion planning. To achieve wider distribution, this application is also available through E4ST.com. The reduced backbone equivalent models for the North American power grid developed through this funding are expected to be made available in the public domain; however since the reduced models were built using proprietary data, it is expected that the user will need to purchase a license from the suppliers of the unreduced network data, Energy Visuals. These models are expected to be used by ISO's and utilities wanting to study the effects of government regulations on their expansion plans and by DOE for providing feedback on the effects of proposed government regulations to regulators.
The advantage of the holomorphic-embedding methods for ac network reductions which preserve voltage are expected to have wide application as the preserved with high precision the nonlinear behavior of the full network in the reduced network model.
Identify any products developed and any technology transfer activities
Website(s) E4st.com 
Networks/ Collaborations
Technology/ Techniques
Nonlinear voltage-preserving network reduction methods using the holomorphic embedding technique.
Other products
The Network Reduction Toolbox developed through this funding is being distributed with version 5.1 of MATPOWER and at the e4st.com website. 
Publications
Reliability and Markets: Demand-Side Markets and Reliability
Summary of project intent/scope
The project seeks to develop methods for assembling, managing, and valuing complementary portfolios of variable or intermittent power sources and applications, such as load curtailment, load shifting, renewable resources (wind, solar) and distributed storage (e.g., EV and PHEV batteries, UPS devices etc.). The focus is on mobilization of DR at the low end retail level to firm up VERs that will participate in the ISO wholesale energy markets, ancillary service and in providing capacity resources for revenue adequacy. We focus on third party aggregators (and possibly traditional utilities) and on DR resources that might be too small to meet the ISO threshold for participating as supply side DR resources. Such aggregated DR participation in the market will complement ISO mechanisms to mobilize DR resources for supplying flexible ramping products and peak load energy relief. Aggregators can assemble portfolios exploiting the complementarity of these resources to create wholesale products that can be offered in the various ISO markets, however, we do not foresee the ISO performing such aggregation function internally. Research in portfolio structuring, correlation modeling and dispatch strategies may further mitigate intermittency and uncertainty of DR and VERs. In our model we co optimize the portfolio structure in terms of the mix of DR population and VER nameplate capacity, the day commitment, and the contract design that will induce efficient self-selection of DR in an asymmetric information setting. We also will continue a validation study and efficiency loss assessment of our fuse control approach, as outlined above.
Our overall research agenda is to develop a comprehensive end-to-end solution based on the fundamental "fuse control" idea described above that includes the following components:
1) Updating of underlying theory of efficient rationing and risk pooling 2) Design of service terms and pricing for load control contracts 3) Design of contract portfolio for load control aggregation 4) Algorithms for exercise of load control given a contract portfolio 5) Design of wholesale electricity products (and pricing) backed by aggregator portfolios 6) Simulation studies of unit commitment and real time markets with load control products 7) Simulation study of household response to fuse control 8) Planning tools for electricity systems with ubiquitous load control.
Summary of project activities for the entire period of funding stated above
We have conducted a simulation study in 2014, of a household response to a fuse limit signal. The household is represented by a random collection of flexible and firm loads and a stochastic supply e.g. PV solar power. We formulated the household response to a fuse limit as a stochastic control problem under a pricewise affine control strategy. By optimizing the allocation of fuse reduction and stochastic supply shortfall we obtain an average supply curve for fuse increments derived from the shadow prices of the fuse constraint. We compared the total disutility of flexible load curtailments based on the average supply function in response to a day ahead price profile from CAISO with that of direct response by each flexible load to corresponding real time price signal. The results show a modest efficiency loss of 14% due to the hierarchical control which validates the premise of the proposed "fuse control" paradigm.
In FY 2015 we continued this line of research to account for temporal load shifting capability due to storage and EV load in the household. The work focused on developing a general theoretic framework for the end to end aggregator business model and on constructing and analyzing a stylized case of our more general model. In our detailed analysis we discovered that there are six cases which we document a large table. Because of the complexity of this simplest illustrative example, we have put substantial work into simplifying the problem by re parameterization and we have been able to reduce the number of parameters describing the problem data from six to three, by expressing the problem in terms of the ratio of the density of DR participants by valuation to the VER nameplate capacity, and considering valuation of service as net of the retail rate of service. We have derived case-wise analytical formulas, implemented in the Mathematica language, for: the optimal menu of contracts; the information rent that accrues to participants by virtue of their private information; the optimal offer curve for the aggregator to offer into the wholesale market; as well as the value added by aggregating VER and DR resources--the dollar value of their complementarity, or synergy. We also show how to calibrate the simple model parameters based on economic data, including demand elasticity. These formulas, and particularly their graphical display, give us more general managerial insight into the aggregator's problem.
What was accomplished by this research? What were the contributions to the field?
The contribution to the field was to verify through theoretical modeling and simulation the validity of the fuse control demand response paradigm and to develop a theoretical foundation and illustrative case study that for an end to end business model that accounts for an aggregator's contracting with customers and the bidding of the aggregated demand response into the wholesale market. Several papers and presentations based on this work were given, one Ph.D dissertation funded by this project was completed and one postdoc internship was funded whose recipient is currently a faculty member at Oxford.
What are the current and/or future applications of this research?
The results of the work are being disseminated through lecture at academic and industrial institutions. We are seeking funding for implementing the developed concepts.
Identify any products developed and any technology transfer activities
Technology/ Techniques
Business Model for Load Control Aggregation to Firm up Renewable Resources
Other products Publications, conference presentation, keynotes and plenary talks at workshops, Ph.D dissertation at UC Berkeley. 
Summary of project intent/scope
This goal of the project was to develop algorithms that can preserve attributes of the original power system in the reduced equivalent system. Among important attributes of the original system that becomes unavailable in the equivalent system, thermal line limits are the focus on this project. When an equivalent system is constructed, equivalent lines are created without any associated limit and it is common practice in the field that they have no limit, which is equates to infinite limits. Hence, the goal of the project is to assign a meaningful value for the limits of equivalent lines. The overall research plan for the funding period stated above is to further develop the algorithm to allow for its application to large-scale system. Special emphasis will be placed on applying the algorithm to the "backbone" equivalents of large networks, such as the Eastern Interconnect, being created by the group led by Dan Tylavsky. Special characteristics of these equivalents include 1) retaining a rather small subset of buses scattered throughout the entire system, and 2) explicitly retaining the large generators.
Summary of project activities for the entire period of funding stated above
During the above period, we had a second round of revision of the journal paper on the second algorithm, Quadratic program. After the final revision, the journal paper was accepted to the IEEE Transactions of Power Systems in 2014. In addition, during the stated funding period, we have developed the third algorithm, a Top-down approach. This method also uses total transfer capability and power transfer distribution factor in assigning limits to equivalent lines just like the previous algorithms. However, unlike the two previous algorithms (Max-Hungarian method and Quadratic program), this algorithm is able to be applied with larger cases such as Eastern Interconnect with more than 60,000 buses. This algorithm was applied to the EI case and the detailed explanation of the algorithm and the application results with the EI case was accepted to the HICCS conference in 2014 and presented there in Jan. 2015.
What was accomplished by this research? What were the contributions to the field?
The accomplishment by this research was that we could assign a meaningful limit to equivalent lines other than just zero or infinity with all the three approaches. Especially, we are able to assign equivalent line limits to a case with any size as the Top-down method has been developed. While the MaxHungarian approach and the QP program are bottom-up processes that start from the bus level and proceed upward, the Top-down method starts from the system level by aggregating adjacent buses and proceeds downwards. The problem formulation is simple and its computation is linear with respect to the number of equivalent lines. This allows the method to be used effectively on larger systems, such as the EI case. The research provided a better understanding of the issues associated with the creation of equivalent lines. We found that when buses are eliminated one by one sequentially, the results are dependent on the bus elimination order. To tackle this, we came up with the sub-group elimination in which contiguous buses, which are connected through lines, are grouped and eliminated together during the process. With this sub-group elimination method, which can be applied to both the Max-Hungarian approach and the QP program, the dependency on bus elimination order was removed and parallel sub-group elimination made simulations more accurate and much faster. Another important observation was that negative reactance lines from already existing equivalent lines or the modelling of three-winding transformers have a bad impact on the accuracy of the algorithms. We could reduce their impact by wye-delta conversion of three winding transformers. All three algorithms can be used as a complementary tool for any equivalent applications from the very first Ward equivalent to the latest backbone type equivalent. This is our key contribution since previously no equivalencing algorithms had this capability.
The main application of this research is the development equivalent line limits for backbone type network equivalents for use in optimal power flow (OPF) and SuperOPF studies. The EI case with the equivalent line limits assigned with the Top-down method has been provided to the Tylavsky group for the power system planning tool being developed at Cornell. The development of any attribute preserving network equivalent is ultimately application dependent. However, any existing equivalencing algorithms may use the algorithms developed from this research to assign equivalent line limits in their reduced system regardless of their application since these algorithms just need the original case and the reduced case with equivalent lines as inputs. 
Summary of project intent/scope
The project consisted of showing the feasibility of using measurement-based analysis to provide improved online monitoring and control of the grid. This included the development and integration of model-less post-contingency Grid reliability performance metrics and temporal and zonal reliability composite indices in support of the GARR prototype for MISO and ATC or FPL. The overall project was to work with MISO during the development and integration of the extended prototype in their real time phasor monitoring infrastructure led by ASR.
Summary of project activities for the entire period of funding stated above
The project provided new concepts for improved fast solutions to contingency analysis using online monitoring data to compute sensitivities that could be used to avoid error-prone models which could be out of date at the time the analysis. The model-less techniques could also be used to find errors in the stored model data. The technique was also demonstrated for use with security-constrained economic dispatch and other sensitivities such as line outage angle factors and related applications.
What was accomplished by this research? What were the contributions to the field?
The research provided an application for utilizing SCADA or PMU data to compute sensitivities that could be used in contingency analysis or any online algorithm that needs linear power flow computation. It also proposed the use of Thevenin equivalents to relate current loading conditions relative to St. Clair curve limitations.
What are the current and/or future applications of this research?
The concept of using data-driven analysis can be used to improve model-based computation through the discovery of model errors. Since the data-driven analysis utilizes actual measurements of the system condition it has the correct topology and voltages of the grid. As such, it is not subject to the impact of unplanned outages or varying conditions.
Identify any products developed and any technology transfer activities
Networks/ Collaborations
Results of this work were presented to the MISO for use in various applications requiring improved linear power flow solutions.
Technology/ Techniques
The researchers met with the MISO on two occasions to transfer the techniques for their use and to propose testing with real PMU data.
